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Where is Mt Pleasant?

The first reference to Mount Pleasant is in the Geelong 
Advertiser for October 31, 1851, when it is described as ‘near 
Buninyong’. Buninyong is an ancient local reference point—the 
original inhabitants of the area, the Boro gundidj clan of the 
Wauthurung were sometimes called ‘the Buninyong tribe’. 
Mount Pleasant remained near Buninyong even when it 
became a suburb, as the Ballarat East municipal boundary 
abutted Buninyong shire at Mount Pleasant. 

From 1836, well before Ballarat existed, the Mount Pleasant 
area was an outlying part of the Yuille brothers’ sheep station. 
Their woolshed was down towards the sewerage treatment 
works. Unmarked today, it may be the site of one of the earliest 
European structures in the Ballarat area. 
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The most likely contender would seem to be Magpie Hill, perhaps near the observatory. 
But John Hargreaves, the first historian of Mount Pleasant, writing in the 1930s when it 
was still possible to talk to living pioneers, identified it as “the knoll at the rear of the 
stone house opposite the present Sewerage aqueduct.” That puts it down behind the old 
Methodist church. In the late 19th century, there was also reference to a Mount Pleasant 
lookout. It seems to have been a tourist attraction, but no clue is given as to where it was. 
It may refer to the Sovereign Hill lookout. Most likely the name Mount Pleasant 
simply refers to the general locality. 

Where is the ‘mount’ of Mount Pleasant?

The first Mount Pleasant

They also saw a good camping spot. In 
mid-1854 they pitched their tents on the 
flat ground between the top of the 
reserve and the former Methodist 
church. They did not prospect there, 
choosing instead a long walk to their 
claims. It was this separation of work and 
home that gave rise to the reputation of 
Mount Pleasant as Ballarat’s first 
residential suburb. This encampment 
along Morton Street was the original 
location of Mount Pleasant. It is marked 
by the elm tree at the reserve, 
memorialising the tent school. 

Diggers rushed to the Yarrowee in 1851, but not to Mount Pleasant. It was ignored in 
favour of Golden Point and Canadian, and is unique in that it did not begin as a diggings. 
It was the absence of gold—and diggers—that made the locality attractive to a group of 
Cornish families. The Cornish were strict Wesleyans, who didn’t drink and didn’t dance. 
They went looking for somewhere they could live quietly and decently. They liked 
Mount Pleasant because it was hard to get to, a place to escape from the boozy 
dancehalls of Main Road.

Above right is a sketch by the artist Eugene von 
Guerard depicting how people lived in tents around 
the general area of Ballarat during the early 1850s. 
Right is a photograph of the elm tree at the reserve 
marking the original Mt Pleasant encampment. 
Both pictures are courtesy of 
History of Mt Pleasant - Ballarat facebook page. 
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The second Mount Pleasant 
In August 1856, gold was found by others on the flat behind the Wesleyan chapel. 
Thousands of diggers swept past the Cornish tents and established the Miner’s Right 
diggings. This became the second location of Mount Pleasant. The first bridge at Mount 
Pleasant was thrown across the Yarrowee there in 1859 (later replaced by the 1895 
bluestone bridge, at Prest Street now). Three hotels, a post office, and all sorts of stores 
and businesses were strung out along the line of the sewerage aqueduct, to beyond 
Yuille’s by then abandoned woolshed. 

By the early 1870s, the tent school that started 
at the reserve had become a
government-supported Common School with 
500 pupils housed at the Methodist church. In 
1874, all the pupils transferred to the new State 
School (pictured left) in Cobden Street. Mount 
Pleasant was the first State School in Ballarat 
and quickly became famous for its innovative 
curriculum. Despite the shift to secular 
education, Methodists continued to dominate. 
At the close of the nineteenth century, local 
option—a plebiscite on licensed remises— 
shut down the last hotel near the bridge.

By 1861, the Miner’s Right rush was petering out. As the raucous diggers moved on, Mount 
Pleasant shifted back up the hill towards the church. Businesses had sprung up along
Humffray Street all the way to Morton Street, which itself became a commercial strip. 
Pearse’s butchery was right alongside the church and Ladner’s boot repairer was almost 
opposite. There was Harris’ general store and Hain’s grocers. A doctor practised on the 
corner of Barkly and Morton streets. A thriving fruit and grocery business at Sunny Corner 
sat amidst the Chinese market gardens that stretched along the creek from White Flat to
beyond the Mount Pleasant bridge. With dairies and bakeries, Mount Pleasant was a 
remarkably self-sufficient suburb.

In 1868 residents protested against the subdivision of the triangular reserve and insisted 
that it be saved as a botanical gardens. It remained a public gardens until the 1930s, 
when the present oval was excavated by sustenance labour, a form of work-for-the dole. 
New quartz mining on the White Horse Range sustained the suburb through the 1860s 
and when the output from those mines also began to fail, the establishment of the big 
woollen mill at Sunny Corner in 1872 created new jobs, as did several tanneries and 
brickworks. There was also work in the company mines just across the creek. Mount 
Pleasant was now an industrial suburb with a stable population.
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The third Mt Pleasant

Check out your family album! 
Do you have any historical photographs to share?

This Mount Pleasant survived until the increased use of cars and the rise of supermarkets doomed both 
local shopping and the tram service, which was discontinued in 1971. Eventually, the community meeting 
places also disappeared as the two churches, with their useful public halls, lost their congregations and 
closed. Today, the school comes closest to filling the role of a hub, which is appropriate for the only 
institution that runs through the whole history of the suburb. And the reserve remains a valued public place. 
Despite the lack of a centre, the shape of the suburb remains much as it always was, enclosed between the 
basalt escarpment to the west and the White Horse Range to the east. The border with Golden Point may 
have effectively dissolved, but there remains a sense that Mount Pleasant is still a separate place. 

We are building a collection of historical photos and stories that 
reflect life in Mount Pleasant in the 19th and 20th centuries. 

Right up to the year 2000. Attach as much information 
as you can, especially dates. Guess if you must! 

You can share these photos & stories with others interested in 
Mount Pleasant history in several ways:

1. If you are on Facebook, you can post them on the page 
History of Mount Pleasant - Ballarat. 

2. You can email them to Kate Owen, Ballarat Neighbourhood 
Centre at community@ballaratnc.org.au where they will be kept 
on file & be accessible to people involved in this history project.   

3. If you have no means to scan photos you can email Kate or call  
Reception staff (9am-3pm) on 5329 3273 to discuss options. 

The important thing is to let Kate know! 

Everything is of interest. 
The photos can show any aspect 
of Mountie life, including people, 

homes (inside and out, backyards, 
garages and sheds etc), 

workplaces (mines, tanneries, 
woollen mill etc), streets, sport, 

transport (bikes, cars, trams, 
billy-carts etc), shops, school, 

kindergarten, churches, 
observatory, hotels, the reserve 

and other parks etc. 
Don’t neglect ordinary family 

photos as there may be 
interesting stuff in the 

background. 

This newsletter is proudly produced by the Ballarat 
Neighbourhood Centre. Call 5329 3273.   

Email: admin@ballaratnc.org.au 
Meet us at Tuppen Drive, Sebastopol                          

Like us on Facebook/Ballarat-Neighbourhood-Centre

When the electric tram finally reached Cobden 
Street in 1906, the terminus became the 
undisputed centre of Mount Pleasant—and a 
distinct destination. The sign on the tram said MT 
PLEASANT and when you arrived at the terminus, 
you were home. Tram travel, fondly remembered, 
was a communal experience. Waiting for the tram 
under Bartle’s shop verandah was a get-together. 
At the terminus were two grocers—one also a 
greengrocer and newsagent, and the other also the 
post office—a butcher, a cake shop and a cobbler.




